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Expertise at Work
TRIUMPH CONSTRUCTION QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER

Great work by the crews working at Kew Gardens Interchange Infrastructure D900043 – 
Regulators. Pictured is the excavation for the regulator chamber. (General Super –  
Domenick Agostino; Super – Franco Petito; Manager – Marc Ficken).

Thank you

Announcements

John Deaugustino  
for working so hard with  
Triumph’s trailers, drivers, and 
all the yards. You are a true 
asset to Triumph’s growth.
 

Rick Sousa, Justin 
Garcia and yard staff 
for helping to keep the crews 
running diligently and the 
yards in compliance with  
environmental standards.  
You have all worked together 
to keep costs down and  
production up.
 
Sergio Erias
The gift that keeps on giving!  
Triumph’s sole expeditor,  
who works day and night to 
keep us moving forward as a 
company.

Triumph welcomes estimators

Cyrus Kazerani and

Sorin Moldovan.
 
Congratulations from all of  

us to Krystina Cuzzi 
and Steven Walsh on 

their engagement.

As we begin 2021, there are reasons to be grateful. The coronavirus 
vaccine is beginning to reach a large segment of the population and 
the various protocols that once felt so unfamiliar are almost second 
nature to us now. We are in a better place than last year and can be 
hopeful that the months ahead will see a steady return to the world  
we knew.

For Triumph Construction, there are several reasons to be hopeful. 
While some NYC projects were abruptly cancelled or put on hold  
when Covid-19 hit, we have experienced a steady flow of jobs. Several 
were in the pipeline and some were new, but each has allowed us to  
demonstrate our ability to meet immense challenges, including on-the-
spot solutions to complex issues. Despite reduced crews at jobsites, 
we continue to get the work done on time and on budget. You can be 
sure that the city and state agencies and private construction organiza-

tions who hire us are watching — and taking note of our accomplishments.

As always, it is the hardworking men and women of Triumph who make our successes possible. 
Thank you to all the supervisors and crews for working toward a healthier, safer lifestyle and fol-
lowing all Covid-19 safety protocols. Several team members are singled out in this newsletter for 
recognition but each and every one of you is greatly appreciated for your ongoing contributions.

Thank you — and best wishes to you and your family in the year ahead.

Carlo Cuzzi
Founder and President

Taking note of our accomplishments



Crew working hard to install New Rochelle’s first kiosk. (Supervisor – Rick Sousa)

Triumph working on water main for our first job on Long Island.  
(Super – Rafael Rodriguez and Carmine Ferraro; PM – Dan Cody) 

Backhoe at night waiting to start excavating for private sewer installation.  
(Super – Carlos Marino)
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TRIUMPH AT WORK ACROSS THE NEW YORK AREA

INTERSECTION MEDIA NEW ROCHELLE WIFI KIOSKS

WAGNN: MIDDLE NECK ROAD  
WATER IMPROVEMENTS

JAMESTOWN LP
1 TIMES SQUARE



Tony pushing crews as they installed both sewer and water main in Coney Island. (Super – Carlos Marino; PM – Luis Nunez; Assistant PM – Hussein Tolba) 

Nicky and crew always working hard as well as having a moment of fun after breaking records and installing 450’ of water main in one day! 
(Super – Joe Naclerio; PM – Dan Cody)
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CONISPH3A: CONSTRUCTION OF SANITARY SEWERS AND  
APPURTENANCES IN BROOKLYN’S CONEY ISLAND

BED809: REPLACEMENT OF WATER MAINS IN BROOKLYN NY
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Triumph Construction
1354 Seneca Ave.
Bronx, NY 10474     
718.861.6060

triumphconstructionny.com

NYCHA PL1813851 Smith houses Water Main

Skanska Cobble Hill Sidewalk, curb, manholes, basin, HDPE, DIP, ambulance trenching utilities

NYCDDC HWPEDSF4A Reconstruction of Parsons Blvd

NYCDDC SECBRQX03 Install new catch basin Bronx, Queens

NYCDDC BB05-01-A Construction of various Right-of-Way Green infrastructure

NYCDDC HWD10105A Atlantic Ave. safety improvements – Phase II

NYCEDC/AECOM 60589896 Green Infrastructure Kingsborough Houses NYCHA

NYCEDC/AECOM  On-site green infrastructure – 26th Ward Houses, NYCHA Brooklyn, NY

NYCEDC/AECOM  Sunset Park Beautification project, Brooklyn

Intersection LLC  New Rochelle Wi-Fi kiosk installation

Zenfi/Coexcity   AT&T 5G network installation

Storage Construction  Sewer & Water Main installation on Grand Ave

NYCDDC_EJ Electric  CIP Concrete, Structural steel, Earthwork, trenching in the Bronx zoo

Nassau County  Five Towns drainage improvements

NYCDEP  Improvements at the Jerome Avenue Reservoir

RECENTLY AWARDED JOBS

We want to hear from you!
Please contact Bonnie Porzio at bporzio@triumphconstructionny.com to 
report an important accomplishment in your life (wedding or baby news; 
receipt of an award; a milestone birthday or anniversary etc.) Addition-
ally, if you have any suggestions for the newsletter, please let us know. 
All ideas are welcome!


